
LIFE
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www.lifeintelligence.io

Team wellness & development:

To feel and do your best, together.

Data to know how your people feel. 

Content to help them feel better immediately. 

The breadth of therapy + coaching at a Headspace time/price.

https://www.lifeintelligence.io/


CHANGE
YOUR LIFE

Just 5 mins a day can

9 steps to manage stress & anxiety,
improve work productivity, build 

lasting relationships.

BACKGROUND

LIFE Intelligence is one app for all the ups and downs of LIFE: for

self, career, relationship success. Our comprehensive wellness +

development resource provides the breadth of therapy and coaching

content in your pocket, to help you manage stress and anxiety,

improve work productivity, and build lasting relationships.



COMPANY

PROFILE

LIFE Intelligence is an early-stage telehealth

and education technology startup that is

proud to do a lot with a lean and remote team.

Our goal is to help you also do more with less:

helping you become the most efficient,

intentional version of yourself.

OUR  STORY
Jasmine Chen

Founder and CEO

After Princeton, Harvard Business School, and

years of finance, I was disappointed to see

many high-achievers still struggle with stress,

career, and relationship issues. I created LIFE

for professionals who (1) are intent on solving,

not just calming stress, and (2) want a

relatable resource that can bring us closer

with shared experiences. LIFE is intended for

entire companies to gain common coping and

communication skills. So all can better

contribute, collaborate and connect.



EMOTIONAL

MANAGEMENT

Feel your best with a well-being toolkit, a

pocket problem-solver at your fingertips.

Cope and communicate, from cognitive

behavioral therapy to hard conversations.

Frustrated with a colleague?

Fighting with a significant other? 

Rejected by a client?

Our moods affect how we perform and

interact. Use dozens of science-backed

exercises, from breathing exercises to

introspective journaling prompts, to

manage difficult emotions and situations.

your pocket problem-solver
for every situation.

MANAGE YOUR LIFE

Master
your Mood



Self, Career,
Relationship
Development
Short readings & reflections
to learn & reflect as with a
real leadership coach.

LEADERSHIP

DEVELOPMENT

Do your best with a comprehensive

leadership and self-development journey.

Just 5 minutes of reading and reflection a

day progress you through 9 essential topics: 

Mental resilience

Self awareness

Values and goal setting

Regret and time management

Decision making and cognitive bias

Stress management and physical health

Relationships and social support

Communication and conflict resolution

Leadership and emotional intelligence
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Understand how your employees feel

and what issues they face. LIFE can tell

you how many people feel frustrated vs.

the more severe enraged, or the topics

employees seek help with most, like

conflict resolution or time management. 

Next, we save you the trouble of going

out and finding solutions to those issues,

which involves more work and major

time lag. Instead, immediate exercises,

reading, and reflection prompts help

employees learn and solve right away. 

MOOD  + TOPIC  INTEREST  DATA.

CONTENT  TO  HELP  IMMEDIATELY.



How much does LIFE cost?

LIFE is competitively priced against similar self-serve apps such as

Headspace and Calm. We offer options for both individuals and teams. Full-

company coverage gives the lowest price and complimentary reporting. 

(1) Individual employee reimbursement at consumer price of $59/pe/yr 

(2) For teams <100, 15% group discount at $50/pe/yr 

(3) For full companies, greater discounts based on #, ~$2-$3 pe/pm

How do employees get access?

Getting LIFE is easy. Simply download from the below links, or search "LIFE

Intelligence" in the App Store or Google Play. Employees need only sign up

using their work email addresses to get covered company access.

LET'S  GET  STARTED

LIFE Intelligence

team@lifeintelligence.io
www.lifeintelligence.io

Can we try LIFE for free?

Absolutely! Consumers and companies alike are encouraged to use our

freemium features: Missions 1-2 (of 9), dozens of emotional management

exercises, mood tracking, relationship prompts, and journaling, anytime.

https://apps.apple.com/app/id1518619206
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mental.life
https://www.lifeintelligence.io/

